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HEADQUARTER - İSTANBUL/TÜRKİYE

REFORM SPORTS
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TURF PRODUCTION CAPACITY 11.000.000 M² / YEAR

RUBBER PRODUCTION CAPACITY 300.000 M² / YEAR

STEEL CONSTRUCTION CAPACITY 12.000 TON / YEAR

FACTORY
TEKİRDAĞ/TÜRKİYE



WE ARE LEADING
STADIUMS

SPORTS ARENA

TURN-KEY SPORTS COMPLEXES

FIFA FOOTBALL FIELDS

PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL FIELDS

HYBRID TURF FOOTBALL FIELDS

ATHLETICS TRACKS

PADEL COURTS

FOOT 5 COURTS

METAL CONSTRUCTION

INDOOR SPORTS COMPLEXES

OUTDOOR SPORTS COMPLEXES

BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL, HANDBALL, TENNIS COURT

HOCKEY, CRICKET FIELDS

GOLF COURSES

LANDSCAPING

CHILDREN PLAY GROUNDS

MULTISPORT FLOORING
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WHY
REFORM SPORTS?

OVER 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS

FLEXIBILITY AND FAST DELIVERY

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

HIGH QUALITY AND COMPETITIVE PRICES

WARRANTY AND DURABILITY

INTERNATIONALLY CERTIFIED

RECYCLABLE MATERIALS
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HIGHEST QUALITY
CERTIFIED BY INTERNATIONAL AUTHORITIES



COUNTRIESREGIONS
1057 15.000

 PROJECTS





SPORTS COMPLEX
TYPE-1

SPORTS COMPLEX
TYPE-2

SPORTS COMPLEX
TYPE-3

SPORTS COMPLEX
TYPE-4







INTERNATIONAL
MATCH
STANDARDS

FIFA
QUALITY
PRO

STANDARD FOOTBALL FIELD





ATHLETICS TRACK

IAAF
CERTIFIED
ATHLETICS
TRACK

INTERNATIONAL
MATCH
STANDARDS





TRIBUNE

CAPACITY
2500

200 PERSONS
VIP AREA

ERGONOMIC



OFFICE FOR STADIUM



INDOOR SPORTS HALL

FIBA
STANDARDS

CAPACITY
2500



Wooden Flooring Sports Floors meets;
ergonomic needs of athletes with its
innovative design, energy recovery,
power consumption reduction ect.
It is regularly subjected to quality tests
with different parameters to ensure
eexcellent shear resistance, scratch
strength and durability.

PARQUET



FOOTBALL FIELD



V-Power is a synthetic turf which is built with new
generation monofilament yarns and it provides
high-quality, maximum-performance for training
and professional football pitches. Delays wear and
tear due to modern yarn design and features. For
many years; ball roll and bouncing values remain in
aaccordance with international standards. It doesn't
reduce player's performance, is environmentally
friendly and recyclable.

V-POWER

FOOTBALL FIELD



SWIMMING POOL





Tartan Ground consists of two layers and is water
permeable. It is a flexible sports floor with raw
materials of EPDM and SBR granules. Used on
athletics tracks, basketball courts, tennis courts,
children̓s playgrounds and indoor sports grounds.
It can be used without spoiling for a long time with
iits structure which is not affected by hot and cold
weather conditions. 

TARTAN

BASKETBALL VOLLEYBALL TENNIS

MULTIPURPOSE FIELD



Acrylic Floor is a system that is resistant to UV rays
which are quick drying and suitable for all weather
conditions for outdoor and indoor field applications.
It is used in tennis courts, athletics tracks and
multi-purpose sports fields. Acrylic Floors are
designed to meet the needs of athletes.

ACRYLIC

TENNIS COURT



Rubber Tile Floor is a structurally durable floor
covering system which is resistant to all weather
conditions. It is more demanding than normal
rubber floors and has been used without any
problem for many years.

RUBBER
TILE

CHILDREN PARK



Rubber Tile Floor is a structurally durable floor
covering system which is resistant to all weather
conditions. It is more demanding than normal
rubber floors and has been used without any
problem for many years.

RUBBER
TILE

FITNESS



PARK



WALKING TRACK

Tartan Ground consists of two layers and is water
permeable. It is a flexible sports floor with raw
materials of EPDM and SBR granules. Used on
athletics tracks, basketball courts, tennis courts,
children̓s playgrounds and indoor sports grounds.
It can be used without spoiling for a long time with
iits structure which is not affected by hot and cold
weather conditions. 

TARTAN



SOCIAL BUILDING



CAR PARKING







INTERNATIONAL
MATCH
STANDARDS

FIFA
QUALITY
PRO

STANDARD FOOTBALL FIELD





Sandwich System Floor is durable, long-lasting
and resistant to all weather conditions used in
international competitions. The system is water
permeable and has shock resistance. It is a ground
resistant to puncture. The floor has a granulated
surface that prevents slipping.

ATHLETICS TRACK

SANDWICH
SYSTEM



TRIBUNE

CAPACITY
250

ERGONOMIC



FOOTBALL FIELD

V-Power is a synthetic turf which is built with new
generation monofilament yarns and it provides
high-quality, maximum-performance for training
and professional football pitches. Delays wear and
tear due to modern yarn design and features. For
many years; ball roll and bouncing values remain in
aaccordance with international standards. It doesn't
reduce player's performance, is environmentally
friendly and recyclable.

V-POWER



Tartan Ground consists of two layers and is water
permeable. It is a flexible sports floor with raw
materials of EPDM and SBR granules. Used on
athletics tracks, basketball courts, tennis courts,
children̓s playgrounds and indoor sports grounds.
It can be used without spoiling for a long time with
iits structure which is not affected by hot and cold
weather conditions.

TARTAN

BASKETBALL VOLLEYBALL TENNIS

MULTIPURPOSE FIELD



CHILDREN PARK

Rubber Tile Floor is a structurally durable floor
covering system which is resistant to all weather
conditions. It is more demanding than normal
rubber floors and has been used without any
problem for many years.

RUBBER
TILE



FITNESS 

Rubber Tile Floor is a structurally durable floor
covering system which is resistant to all weather
conditions. It is more demanding than normal
rubber floors and has been used without any
problem for many years.

RUBBER
TILE



PARK



WALKING TRACK
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children̓s playgrounds and indoor sports grounds.
It can be used without spoiling for a long time with
iits structure which is not affected by hot and cold
weather conditions. 

TARTAN



SOCIAL BUILDING



CAR PARKING







FOOTBALL FIELD





MULTIPURPOSE FIELD



Tartan Ground consists of two layers and is water
permeable. It is a flexible sports floor with raw
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children̓s playgrounds and indoor sports grounds.
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TARTAN

BASKETBALL VOLLEYBALL TENNIS

MULTIPURPOSE FIELD



CHILDREN PARK

Rubber Tile Floor is a structurally durable floor
covering system which is resistant to all weather
conditions. It is more demanding than normal
rubber floors and has been used without any
problem for many years.

RUBBER
TILE



FITNESS
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WALKING TRACK
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FOOTBALL FIELD

V-Power is a synthetic turf which is built with new
generation monofilament yarns and it provides
high-quality, maximum-performance for training
and professional football pitches. Delays wear and
tear due to modern yarn design and features. For
many years; ball roll and bouncing values remain in
aaccordance with international standards. It doesn't
reduce player's performance, is environmentally
friendly and recyclable.

V-POWER



CHILDREN PARK

Rubber Tile Floor is a structurally durable floor
covering system which is resistant to all weather
conditions. It is more demanding than normal
rubber floors and has been used without any
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